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Editorial

In this Issue

In the six months
since our last edition
we have said farewell
to Col Ian Tinsley
and welcomed his
successor, Col Johnny
Schute, into the
Branch. He introduces
himself opposite.
He also sets out some
themes to which he
will undoubtedly return during his tenure as the
Army’s Chief Environment and Safety Officer.
We can use these as a ‘heads up’ for what is on
the cards for the coming year!

Col Johnny Schute – Page 3
The new CESO(A).

As ever, the magazine attempts to connect with
its readers through articles that are interesting,
informative and useful. Hopefully, the articles
on making the film ‘Don’t Gamble With Ammo’
and a top to bottom account of the procedures
in the Roll-Over Drills Egress Trainer (RODET) will
give readers some interesting insights – whilst
the articles on Winter Driving and NFCI give a
seasonably chilly feel to the contents.

Recycling and Re-use at Catterick Garrison
– Page 12 Recycling saves money.

A behind the scenes look at the Lessons Learned
process should answer several questions and the
piece entitled ‘Common Sense Rules – if Only’ is
well worth a read – and might even spark some
feedback.
I hope the new method of distribution has worked
well – but if you are aware of any teething
problems, please let me know and we’ll get them
sorted out. The next edition will be in June 2013.
If you’ve got any environmental or safety topics
that you feel could do with an airing – again, let
me know and we’ll do our best to fit them in.
Morton Burdick – Editor
Mil: 9 4391 2218
Civ: 01264 38 2218
E-mail: morton.burdick255@mod.uk

Cover Story: Don’t Gamble With Ammo – Page 4
The story behind the film.
News in Brief – Page 6
Useful snippets for SHEF Practitioners.
Setting the Safety Standards in HQ Sp Comd
– Page 7 Fostering the safety culture.
Winter Driving – Page 8
Skids! They’re all down to the driver.
RODET – Page 10
Training – turned upside down.

Sustainable Development Workshop – Page 13
The way ahead for SD.
Army Winners of the MOD Sanctuary Awards
– Page 13 RIFLES take top award.
Radiation Roundup – Page 14
Updates for WPSs and RSOs.
Driver Performance Monitoring – Page 14
Initiative aimed at improving driver behaviour.
A Look at the Army’s Lessons Learned Process
– Page 15 Some questions answered.
COSHH Corner – Page 16
An update.
NFCI – Page 17
Seasonal topic!
Common Sense Rules – if Only – Page18
A personal view from a practical man.
Reader Feedback – Page 19
Your comments on topical issues.
Porridge – Keeping You Safe – Page 20
The value of a good breakfast.

Worth a second thought?

Safety is not an intellectual exercise to keep us in work.
It is a matter of life and death.
Sir Brian Appleton – after the Piper Alpha Inquiry.
Army Safety & Environment Matters is the quarterly publication of Chief Environment & Safety Officer (Army), CESO(A) – https://www.armynet.mod.uk/armysafety
Its primary aim is to promote good practice in safety and environmental issues throughout the British Army. If you wish to comment upon any article, make a
contribution, or have a query regarding distribution of this publication, please contact: SO2 Rad, CESO(A), IDL 420, Ramillies Building, Marlborough Lines,
Monxton Road, ANDOVER, Hampshire SP11 8HJ. Mil 9 4391 2218 or Civ 01264 38 2218.
Army Safety & Environment Matters is produced for CESO(A) by AMEC Environment & Infrastructure UK Limited – www.amec-ukenvironment.com
and is printed on Evolution Gloss, made entirely from waste paper containing at least 75% post-consumer waste. Strict environmental controls are
adhered to during production and no chlorine bleaching is used. All content Crown Copyright 2012.
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Col Johnny Schute
– the New CESO(A)
“I’m excited to be taking over the role of
CESO(A) at a time of dynamic change for the
Army and am grateful to the Editor for space
to introduce myself to the Safety and Force
Protection community.
First I must pay tribute to my predecessor, Col Ian
Tinsley, who has done so much to advance Safety
and Environmental Protection during his three
year tenure. He dealt with a number of complex
issues and some real challenges in his time and
I’m sure I speak for all in thanking him for his
contribution. He won’t be far away in the world
of lesson exploitation and we will continue to
work alongside each other.
I’m an infantryman by background – a Green
Jacket – with the vast bulk of my time spent
at regimental duty and have done most of the
command and staff appointments within a
battalion. Externally, my staff appointments
have been mainly associated either with
individual officer training as CI PCD, COS HQ
Inf and Col Trg RMAS or operational staff work
as an SO1 in PJHQ. I’ve also spent a good deal
of time on Loan Service with the Royal Army of
Oman and so am able to bring an international
perspective to this new job.
I asked to do this job because I believe
passionately in the duty of the chain of
command to protect and nurture our most
precious asset, our soldiers. It’s becoming
increasingly clear to me, in these early weeks in
CESO(A), that there are some enduring themes
that require constant reinforcement.
•

Leadership. If we do not demonstrate
leadership from Lance Corporal upwards
then there is no chance of inculcating a
culture of safety within our Army. It’s about
setting standards, maintaining them and
constantly checking that we do not fall short
of them.

•

Training. We must ensure that we have the
right people, in the right jobs, having done
the right courses. We must be efficient in
passing the right training on, as personalities
change, so that we always have suitably
qualified and experienced people in post.

•

Supervision. We must be scrupulous in
supervising our subordinates; from weapon
handling on operations all the way through
to preventing tired soldiers getting into cars
or on the back of motorcycles at the end of
a busy week.

•

Discipline and Moral Courage. We all
know the standard that we walk past is the
standard that we accept. Where things have
gone wrong we must encourage all our
people to grip it and put it right.

•

Communication. Getting out our message
and reinforcing it at every opportunity will
be key to our success.

•

An improving organisation. We must
actively strive to improve our performance
by seeking out imaginative and innovative
ways of bringing safety to the forefront of
everything that we do.

There is much that is changing in the world
around us; the demise of deference, a more
questioning culture, greater scrutiny of what
we do, a constantly evolving regulatory
environment and squeezed resources. All
of this will add to increasing workloads and,
potentially, risk aversion. We must ensure that
we do not lose focus on our primary role of
protecting our people from accidents and the
environment from harm, while still allowing
them to train robustly and effectively ahead of
operations.
I will be spending the next few months learning
the job and getting out and about around the
Safety and Environmental teams. I hope that I
will meet a good number of you on these visits
and that you can educate me on those issues
that sit on the top of your in-tray. I very much
look forward to working with you in this vital
area of Safety and Environmental protection in
the coming years.”

Col Schute’s direct line is
Mil: 9 4391 2655 or
Civ: 01264 38 2655.
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Launched in September 2012,
‘Don’t Gamble with Ammo’ is a
British Army training film aimed
at highlighting the consequences
of improper disposal of ammo,
pyrotechnics and salvage in military
rubbish following training exercises.

Background
The film has been created by CESO(A) to influence
soldier behaviour. It supports other recent initiatives,
campaigns and the LFSO 1307 (Ammunition Amnesty
Boxes) – aimed at ensuring that ammo, pyro and
salvage (e.g. brass) is prevented from entering the
civilian waste stream.
The Chain of Command is behind this initiative to
ensure that personnel see this film at appropriate
times – and thereby help ensure that the film achieves
its objective of making personnel think, make good
choices and take personal responsibility for their
actions. However, it will only influence if soldiers have
the opportunity to see it! – Your support is therefore
required!
A new DIN 2012DIN06-034 has been
published to support the film’s roll-out.
Interestingly this DIN is the first to
include a QR (Quick Response) Code.
Setting up the ‘am
‘ammo
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Film Rationale
The starting point for the film’s development was the
recognition that in recent years the Army has been
embarrassed by instances of ammo, pyro and salvage
entering the public domain, i.e. turning up at waste
sorting centres. This just should not happen – after
all, there are various safeguards in place following
exercises – the most important of which being the
Declaration.
The consequences of material slipping through the
various safeguards and getting into the public domain
are obvious and serious. However, anecdotal evidence
suggested that soldiers aren’t thinking in those terms
when they’re straight off a training exercise – getting
back to camp as quickly as possible is often foremost
in people’s minds. Carefully checking through pockets,
webbing, bergans, the backs of vehicles and so on in
the middle of the night when you’re cold and wet can
perhaps lack a certain appeal. But nonetheless, these
actions must be taken if we are to prevent material
from getting into the wrong hands or into the wrong
places.
It was decided that a film that would really make
people think about the consequences of bad or sloppy
practices was required. Something with a serious
message, but presented in a way with which soldiers
could identify.
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Storyboard Concepts

People and Location Shoots

One of the key tools used in previous CESO(A) films
such as the RTA campaign was the ‘device’ of making
soldiers think about the impact on their partner or
family, e.g. if they were careless whilst driving. Taking
a lead from this approach, our ideas focused on how
we could make soldiers think about the impact of
being careless with ammo. By introducing a strong
human element, it is easier for people to associate
with the campaign message.

We wanted the people in the film to appear as ‘real’
as possible – so rather than use actors, some naturally
talented soldiers were required. Enter stage left B
Coy, 4 Rifles and their excellent ‘Mr Fixit’, CSM Tim
Lush. His team at Bulford Garrison did an excellent job
of both acting in the film and looking after the crew.
Thanks in particular must go to Sgt Jonnie Williams,
L/Cpl Toni Irving, Cpl Tom Spencer and Cpl Craig
Huggett.

The film also needed to be fast paced and hard hitting
to communicate with the primary audience of young
men – accessible, engaging and memorable, rather
than overly-instructional or finger wagging in tone.

So over three days in March, the sun shone and the
filming took place at various locations on Salisbury
Plain, Bulford Camp, and in an MQ in Tidworth.
In addition, Hills Waste Solutions were kind enough
to allow us to film at their Materials Recycling Facility
situated at Calne.

Eventually, and through an entirely collaborative
process with CESO(A) we worked our way towards
the final storyboard and script, with its premise of
gambling on a roulette wheel: a device which was felt
would appeal well to our primary target audience.

Continued

The film starts as a training area exercise is near compl
m etion (during the Declaration), and follows a scenario which leads to incorrect
disposal of a smoke
s
grenade in rubbish bins, and th
hen subsequently turning up at a civilian recycling facility with dangerous
consequences. This footage is montaged with roulette wheel imagery to highlight how the soldier’s negligent actions are akin to
gambling (with lives)
s).
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Due to the way in which scenes in the film dissolve
between live action and animated sequences,
additional filming was required in a blue screen
(Chromakey) studio in order that characters could
be made to look as though they were situated
on the roulette table. This involved an early start
and trek to London for the team, plus lots of
waiting around as sequences were shot and reshot – offering plenty of time to reflect that film
production can, at times, be very dull indeed!

News in Brief
Summary of Safety
Notices Issued by
CESO(A)
• Failure of Weld on Office
Chair Safety Notice dated 23
Aug 12.
• Vehicle Crush Incidents Safety
Notice dated 03 May 12.

Post Production
With the main filming done, the hard work then
really began in undertaking the various postproduction activities: creating the animations,
merging live action footage, sound design,
special effects, voice over recording, etc. The full
process took many weeks of hard work by our film
producer and director Steve Reckless (great name
for the safety industry!) of Jump (GB) Ltd.

And Finally
A short article like this can only skim the surface
of the journey to the film’s launch, but hopefully it
provides a flavour of the experience and rationale.
As project manager for the film, my personal
thanks on behalf of CESO(A) to everyone that has
been involved and given their time so generously –
from the many staff at Army Headquarters, to the
4 Rifles team, Hills Waste Solutions, and to Steve
Reckless at Jump (GB) Ltd… it’s been a pleasure.
Now for the acid test. Let’s hope the
film does the trick and influences
behaviour for the better across all ranks.
But remember, this will only happen
if soldiers get to see it!

Chris Sheppard
works for AMEC
and advises
CESO(A) on
communication
matters.

• Carriage of Personnel in the
Rear of LR TUM Complex Fix
Safety Notice 16 Jan 12.

Breathalysers
Required in France
If you are driving through
France, on route to the ski
resorts, remember that from
November 2012 a new law
requires drivers to have a
breathalyser kit in the vehicle.
If you are stopped by the French
police and you do not have one
– you will be fined €11 (£8.80).

Those with access to MOSS
will find copies of CESO Safety
Notices on the CESO(A) Moss
Page: http://cui1-uk.diif.r.mil.
uk/r/89/default.aspx

It is possible that the French
police will target foreign
registered cars – so make
sure that you’ve also got your
warning triangle and your highviz safety vests to hand.

AINC Duty Officer

ABN on Concussion

With immediate effect, the
provision of a Duty Officer for
the out of hours notification of
routine accidents, incidents and
near misses to AINC will cease.

ABN 85/12 was published on
17 Sep 2012. It reminds all that
anyone suffering a head injury
that renders them unconscious,
for any length of time, medical
assistance must be summoned
immediately.

Routine accidents, incidents and
near misses out of hours should
be forwarded (electronically
where possible) to the AINC on
the next working day.
Further notification can be made
via the AINC smart number on
Civ: 030 6770 3661 or
Mil: 9 6770 3661. The smart
number will continue to be
monitored by AINC for recorded
messages. The messages will be
reviewed each working day.
Accidents of a serious nature,
including fatalities should
continue to be reported in
the first instance to the Land
Accident Prevention and
Investigation Team (LAIT) on
Mil: 9 4391 2206 or
Civ: +44 (0)1264 38 2206.

W
Watch It!
E
Each
copy of this magazine
w
was delivered with a DVD of
tthe film, which also incorporates
a ‘WMV’ version for use on PCs, laptops, etc.
If your copy was missing, you can request one
fro
from CESO(A). In addition, you can view
it via our YouTube Channel –
www.
www.youtube.com/britisharmysafety
And via ou
our web pages on ArmyNET –
https://www
https://www.armynet.mod.uk/armysafety
The latter includes other useful resources, such as a
poster download. Alternatively, scan the QR code with a
smartphone to access the streaming version.

Link to HSE Safety
Bulletins
H&S Practitioners can find the
current HSE Safety Bulletins
through this link:
http://www.hse.gov.uk/
safetybulletins/recentbullettins.
htm

JSP 800 Vol 5 –
Management of Road
Transport Operations
Updated
The latest version of JSP 800
Vol 5 - Management of Road
Transport Operations is now
Edition 4.1, dated 1 May 2012.
http://www.transportsafety.
dii.r.mil.uk/articles/pmoArticle.
asp?articleheader=JSP%20
800%20Vol%205%20
Edition%204.1

Distribution Changes
to Army Safety
Magazine
This is the first edition to be
produced on the 6-monthly
basis. The Magazine is now sent
directly to units. If there are any
issues over distribution please
contact the Editor by e-mail
stating the problem.
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Rear L - R: Mr Barham, Lt Col House AGC (RMP) – CO HQ Sp Comd, Mr Beauchamp – SO1 SHE&SD Sp Comd
Front L - R: Capt (Retd) Gurung – USEA HQ Sp Comd, Ms Holland, Mr Porter, Mr Gibbs, Miss Marsh, Mr Di Landa, Miss Gill
Absent: WO1 Horner, SSgt Holcombe, Mrs Geary

New Master Driver Joins LAIT
WO1 (MD) Tony Birchnall has recently
joined CESO(A) as part of the Land Accident
Prevention and Investigation Team. He can
be contacted on Mil: 9 4391 2202 or
Mob: 0771 742 4018. We thank Sean
Bedford, his predecessor for his significant
contributions to driving safety and wish him
all the very best for the future.

Joining CESO(A)
CESO(A) team is pleased to welcome a new
member of staff, Mrs Christina Stacey.
She will become our SO3 i-Hub Manager.

Death of Maj (Retd)
Alastair Harvey (Late RHF)
– SO3 AINC
The whole CESO(A) team were greatly
saddened by the untimely death of
Alastair Harvey on the 16th July 2012,
after a short but courageous battle
against cancer. There will be few
across the Army SHEF community
that had not been helped or guided
by this most capable and experienced
colleague.
Alastair was a founding member of the
Army Incident Notification Cell.
His knowledge of the military way
things are done was crucial in
establishing the sound processes and
procedures that launched AINC and so
demonstrably contributed to its smooth
running. He always brought an air of
calmness and wry good humour into
the busy and bustling office.
Alastair made an immense contribution
to CESO(A) over the years. The
commitment and cheerful good
humour of this fine colleague is
hugely missed.

Setting the Safety Standard
in the Headquarters of
Support Command
Article submitted by Tony Beauchamp, SO1 SHE&SD, Sp Comd
Comparatively speaking, the risks in the HQ of Sp Comd are
relatively low – being primarily office based. But Health and Safety
is still taken seriously within the HQ with an H&S meeting chaired
by the CO HQ Sp Comd every six months1.
These are attended by me as SO1 SHE&SD for Sp Comd, and one of the
things that I quickly realised was that the Branch and Building H&S reps
were ready and willing (and wanting) to learn about more basic H&S
training to enhance their knowledge and understand more clearly the
significance of the topics being discussed.
A quick chat with the CO and the Unit Safety and Environmental Advisor
(USEA) of HQ Sp Comd got a plan into motion. As a result of previous
planning and preparation done in the former 4th Division, the Command
HQ is already a registered centre with the British Safety Council and
authorised to deliver the Level 1 Certificate in H&S at Work. As the
qualified instructor I was able to deliver that training to the USEA and to
ten of the Branch reps on a useful one day course in mid July.
A short multi choice examination of the candidates followed with
all students passing with flying colours. The feedback was that they had
enjoyed their day of training and had learnt appreciably more about H&S
in the workplace.

Comments?
Contact the Editor:
Mil: 9 4391 2218
Civ: 01264 38 2218
E-mail: morton.burdick255@mod.uk
The Editor,
Army Safety Magazine,
CESO(A), IDL 420,
Ramillies Building,
Marlborough Lines,
Monxton Road,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 8HJ

The CO presented the
Level 1 Certificates to
the Branch reps with the
moment captured outside
the main entrance to
HQ Sp Comd.

Top Concerns

1

• Sporting injuries.

Regular H&S meetings are
mandated in LFSO 3216 under
Formation Comds’ Responsibilities –
more details at Annex B.

The top three most recent H&S areas
of concern within Army HQ:
• Slips, Trips and Falls.
• Sprains and Strains.
With lack of care and attention
being the primary cause.
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Winter
Driving

“Put Safety Before Punctuality”

Winter conditions are
the most testing that the
average driver will face
during the year. The last
couple of winters have
shown how difficult
winter weather can be
– including prolonged
periods of heavy snow,
ice and flooding!
With contributions from WO1 (MD) Tony Birchnall, LAIT MD. Mil: 9 4391 2202 or Civ: 01264 38 2202.
A third of all crashes happen on roads that are either wet
or frozen. Frost, ice or snow on the road will reduce the
grip of tyres, which means you’re much more likely to skid,
and it can take up to 10 times further to stop than on a dry
road.

•

Have you put some additional ‘winter kit’ in the boot?
A decent ice scraper – that won’t break on first use,
a good torch, a small shovel and car rug.

•

Whilst you’re in the boot, check that the tow-rope and
the vehicle tools are still present.

The overriding point is to drive within your capabilities for
the prevailing weather conditions and leave plenty of time!

•

Check the forecast before any long journey and cover
the windscreen the night before.

Stating the Obvious!

•

Fully remove frost and snow from the vehicle – the roof
as well as the screens, lights and mirrors before you
move off.

Check that the vehicles that you drive - both military and
civilian (and your partner’s) – are prepared for the season’s
worst.
•

If you’ve not fitted winter tyres check the tread on your
normal tyres. The greater the depth – the better!

•

Regularly check your fuel, oil, coolant and washer
bottle levels.

•

Check that ALL your lights are working.

•

If you’ve got any concerns about your battery, get it
checked at the garage. Winter is tough on batteries –
and you just know that a ‘dodgy’ battery will fail on
the very morning when (a) you’re late and (b) it’s a
CO’s Phys Session!

Braking
If you have ABS, the system should do its best to sort things
out for you (although see the panel opposite). If you don’t
have ABS, Cadence Braking is an effective driving skill
which consists of a succession of rapid and rhythmic pumps
on the brake pedal, at the same time as dipping the clutch,
stopping the drive to the wheels. The faster the brakes are
pumped, the better the effect will be.

Army Safety & Environment Matters – Issue 46
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Skidding
If your vehicle loses grip through sudden braking, acceleration or excessive speed you will skid.

Front Wheel Skid

Rear Wheel Skid

Four Wheeled Skid

A front wheel skid normally
occurs on a bend or corner when
the front wheels lose grip and the
vehicle slides outwards from its
intended path. It is often caused
by excessive speed, heavy braking
or over or under steer. On first
instance, the vehicle’s steering
will become light due to grip
being lost.

This type of skid forces the vehicle
to go broadside on – and if not
countered can result in a spin.
It is usually caused by coarse or
rough steering, excessive speed or
harsh braking.

•

Dip the clutch, to stop drive
to the road wheels.

Immediate Actions:

•

Dip the clutch to stop drive to
the road wheels.

Immediately back off the
accelerator or brakes.

This type of skid is normally
caused by hard braking whilst
travelling in a straight line.
The road wheels lose traction
on slippery surfaces. Sudden
and excessive braking can lock
all four wheels. The vehicle will
continue in a straight line with no
directional control through the
steering. The vehicle could even
increase speed.

•

•

Immediately back off the
accelerator or brakes.

Turn the steering wheel into
the direction of the skid.

Dip the clutch, to stop drive
to the road wheels.

•

Once grip is regained, steer
the vehicle in the required
direction. Do not oversteer as this could lead into
another skid! (Too much
excitement!)

•

Use cadence braking, this will
stop the vehicle quickly and
safely under control.

•

Be aware – it could progress
into a rear or front skid!

•
•
•

Momentarily straighten the
wheels to help them come
back into contact with the
road surface, then re-engage
the clutch.

Immediate Actions:

Immediate Actions:

How ABS Brakes Work in Ice and Snow
Snow and ice present two big challenges to the effectiveness of ABS.

Firstly, How ABS Works

Effects of Snow on ABS

While ABS can restore braking
and steering in many conditions,
it can increase stopping distances
on snow or ice. When the brakes
are applied, ABS senses braking
system pressure, then checks to
ensure that all wheels are turning.
If a wheel locks up, then ABS
releases the brakes on that wheel
until it turns, and then applies
the brakes again. This process is
repeated until all four wheels stop
turning, indicating to the ABS
that the car has stopped.
In effect, ABS ‘pumps’ the brakes
automatically.

Without ABS, a locked tyre
digs into the snow – pushing it
forward and forming a wedge
in front of the tyre, which helps
bring the vehicle to a stop. Since
ABS works by preventing the skid,
that wedge never forms, though
the driver’s ability to steer may be
restored.

Effects of Ice on ABS
On roads that are partially
covered by ice, ABS can help the
driver stop and steer the vehicle
more effectively, provided the
brake pedal is kept on, and the
brakes are not pumped.

Under severe conditions when
the entire road is covered with
ice, all four wheels may lock
simultaneously. Unless at least
one wheel is turning, the ABS will
react as if the vehicle has stopped.
When this occurs, the ABS is
defeated, and the driver will
need to go back to the pumping
technique.
ABS is no substitute for
common sense. When snow
or icy conditions prevail,
reduce speed, allow for
greater stopping distances,
and be extra sensitive to how
the vehicle is reacting to the
road surface.
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Soldiers know, that on occasions,
there is no way of totally avoiding
dangerous and stress filled situations.
They are recognised military hazards.
But through intense training, soldiers ARE able to
condition themselves against the unexpected, to
rehearse and learn how to react in suitable and safe
ways to protect themselves. The value of realistic,
repeatable but above all safe training, for the ‘worst
case’ scenarios is clear.

Cro
rown C
opyriig
ht//MO
D 2011

The following situation is one that troops on
operations could find themselves in. Battened down
in the back of a fully laden Mastiff or a Ridgeback,
negotiating narrow, unpaved country roads, at night
in a hostile area. How could it get worse?
Well, what about if the side of the road suddenly
collapses, the heavy vehicle topples over and rolls
down into a water filled ditch? Or maybe, a roll-over
– following a mine strike? Dust and debris along with
any unsecured stores or personal equipment will fly
around the cab and you could suddenly find yourself
hanging in your seat straps looking down at the bloke
that was sitting opposite you only two seconds before.
Confusing, unnerving – and something of a challenge!

Using RODET
Using the Army’s Roll-Over Drills Egress Trainers
(RODET) soldiers can be trained, prepared and tested
for similar situations. Drivers or passengers that have
experienced a roll over in a civilian car can testify to
the shock and disorientation that follows.
RODET allows troops to progressively experience
the disorientation and the discomfort, control the
panic and, through team work, get out in an orderly
fashion.
After an instructor’s briefing, the crew, in full battle
order, body armour, helmets and eye protection enter
the very realistic trainer which has both a driver’s and
a crew compartment. They strap into seats and full
safety harnesses identical to those in the Protected
Mobility vehicles in theatre and in the UK OTEP fleet.
The instructor has CCTV and an intercom to monitor
what is going on inside the ‘vehicle’.
After demonstrating some tilt angles that are close to
the ‘point of topple’, the instructor will then roll the
vehicle left or right to the 90º or 180º positions –
or even through 360º. As the vehicle gets to the
tipping point, the commander or the driver (or
someone!) must shout “Brace, Brace, Brace.” The crew
must then tuck their chins in, firmly plant their feet
and brace themselves against any fixed parts, the sides
or the roof of the vehicle.
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RODET Locations

Egress – Getting Out!
Once the vehicle is stationary the ‘egress’ can begin.
Crews need to work together to support each other as
they release their 4-point harnesses remembering that
with body armour on, etc. they are carrying about an
extra 60lbs of weight. An unsupported fall onto your
head – or worse still onto somebody else’s head –
will cause additional serious injuries.

Seeing the Light!
Now to find the
way out! Natural
disorientation
compounded
by darkness and
shock makes
everything harder,
but here’s the
winner – following
emergency
triggering by a
crash, a blast, a role
over or immersion
in water, when every second counts, the Vehicle
Emergency Lighting System (VELS) Hatch Lighting
and Orientation system will automatically come on
– illuminating the vehicle escape hatches, related
handles and battle locks. All the doors and hatches
are ringed with subdued white light, the escape
handles are lit with green and the battle locks are
illuminated in red.

Number

RSOI Camp Bastion

2

DST Leconfield

3

ARMCEN (CTS) Bovington

2

OTEP RODETs (Deployed at bde level)

3

Of course, despite being lit, the hatches on the
‘grounded side’ of the vehicle are unlikely to be usable
– but at least all the other escape hatches are clearly
lit. The low level lighting delivered by VELS also allows
crew members to do a quick check for injuries should
a full blackout have killed the normal vehicle lighting.
VELS is already fitted into our Foxhound vehicles in
Theatre and in the UK training fleet now.
VELS is produced by AeroGlow. Close cooperation with
the company has resulted in a versatile combination
of the LCUs (Line Consumable Units). By early in the
New Year it is anticipated that VELS will be fitted
throughout the Protected Mobility platforms (less, at
the moment, the Mastiff 1s).
AeroGlow have a large range of innovative safety
products delivering battlefield lighting aids used
worldwide by the aviation industry, engineering
companies and other Armed Forces – all of which
contributes to help make our soldiering safer.

Give Away!
The first 6 people to contact the editor with what colour
the escape handles are lit with will get some good ‘gizzits’ –
kindly provided by our colleagues at AeroGlow.
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Recycling and Re-use
at Catterick Garrison
How many ironing boards does it take
to keep 1,600 recruits looking smart
at all times?
Sounds like the start of a joke doesn’t it, but experience at
ITC Catterick has shown that the current scaling of around
4-5 boards per platoon is just not enough – so recruits go
out and buy their own. This seems reasonable as they want
to get their kit done quickly and they don’t want to have
to constantly queue for the issued boards. However, it can
lead to unexpected consequences later on...

The Challenge
The majority of a new recruit’s kit leaves, boxed up ready
for the posting to their new unit a couple of weeks prior to
them passing out. They’re left with only their hand luggage
to carry. Frankly, carrying an ironing board is not the most
credible item to be seen going home on leave with –
so they end up being ‘disposed of’ in the centralised waste
facilities.
As recruits pass out every two weeks there is a steady flow
of ironing boards for disposal. When this was looked at,
it turned out there were hundreds of functioning ironing
boards being thrown away. They were being put into scrap
metal skips, which then had to be emptied every month –
and ITC were paying for it!

Action by ITC
Review of the waste management system identified some
areas where action was required – ironing boards being the
starting point. ITC looked at stopping the ironing boards
from being skipped, allowing them to be checked and
returned back to platoons’ lines. This had a number of
benefits:
•

Saving new recruits money.

•

Savings unnecessary waste from leaving the site.

•

Saving skip costs.

•

Saving time and waste management administration.

The system was quick and painless to set up. With the
help of a recycling assistant and the support from the two
Training Battalions we set about checking the boards for
serviceability. Now, on a daily basis any that are serviceable
are recovered. About 60% of ironing boards are able to
be re-used – the majority only need new covers. These are
made available to the next platoon that is forming up.

Consequently, over the last year approximately 300 ironing
boards have been recycled and re-used in this way. The
maximum cost to date is £483 (based on a £1.61 cover
from the accommodation store). The approximate total
cost for the purchase of new boards by individual recruits
for the same amount would have been in the region of
£5,400.

What Next?
On the back of this small but useful exercise, the site now
tries to process other items from the waste area for re-use.
This includes:
•

Coat hangers – over 500 have been returned to
platoon lines.

•

Kettles and irons (once PAT tested) – over 50 have
been re-utilised in the accommodation lines in the past
couple of months.

With so many recruits over such a large site it remains a
constant battle to educate them. As a single site we are
getting on top of the Waste Hierarchy and are constantly
looking for areas in which to improve.
Contributed by:
WO1 (SSM) G R Evans, RCWO, Infantry Training Centre,
Vimy Barracks, Catterick Garrison DL9 3PS.
Mil: 9 4731 2645, Civ: 01748 87 2645, Email ITC-RCWO@MOD.UK
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Earnest discussions during the Workshop.

Sustainable Development (SD)
is an area in which the Army,
along with other Government
Departments, has to demonstrate
compliance.
To help monitor and record how this is being
done, the Army has created 11 new SO3 SD
appointments. These brigade level staff will
focus on data gathering and analysis and the
sharing of good practice to improve our SD
performance.

Sustainable
Development
Workshop
The new SO3 SDs and their SO2 SHEs
gathered together at Aldershot in October
2012 for a networking day and workshop to
examine the key role that the SO3 SDs will
play as the Army seeks to achieve its targets.
CESO(A), Colonel Schute, highlighted the
importance of the role of the SO3 SD within
the Army’s SD community. Colonel Paddy
Tabor, the Tidworth Garrison Commander,
also spoke, making a number of useful
points from the garrison perspective. He
reinforced the need to foster a ‘culture
change’ through exemplary leadership.

The event also heard speakers from
CESO(RAF), DIO and AMEC. The day provided
great opportunities for the SHEF staff to
ask the experts questions on waste, energy
and SD governance – with further breakout
sessions to identify the key challenges for the
role going forward.
These new brigade level staff are a
welcome addition to the Army’s Sustainable
Development (SD) community.

Army Winners of Top Sanctuary Awards
The Sanctuary Magazine’s prestigious Silver Otter Award was presented
to soldiers from the Rifles Regiment for their work and commitment
to Op Nightingale, a ground breaking project (literally), which uses
archaeology as a form of rehabilitation for injured Riflemen. The Awards
were presented in London in October by Rt Hon Mark Francois the
Minster for Defence Personnel and Veterans.
Op Nightingale was conceived after a
conversation between Sgt Diarmaid Walshe
(1st Bn the Rifles) and Mr Richard Osgood
(Snr Historic Adviser to DIO). Injured
Riflemen worked alongside members of the
DIO historic environment team to conduct
significant excavations across the Salisbury
Plain Training Area. The work aided their
rehabilitation and provided transferable skills
and experience should they leave the Army.
From left to right – Mr Richard Osgood,
Osgood
Sgt Diarmaid Walshe, Rt Hon Mark Francois
and L/Cpl Dave Hart.

Congratulations are also extended to Maj
Leigh Jackson RE (below), winner of the
Individual Energy Award, for his sterling work
at RAF Brize Norton as OC 533(A) DCRE. He
has driven forward a series of improvements
to his Station’s energy consumption.
The award board were impressed by his
enthusiasm and drive for best practice

They
h also
l singled
l d out the
h Hermitage Station
Conservation Group as an excellent example
of a project working together with and
enhancing their local community. WO2 Paul
Willis (left) and Mr Bill Wilkie (right) were
the Runners Up in the Environmental Project
category having created the popular Faircross
Plantation Nature Trail in a wooded area
close to Denison Barracks, Hermitage.

Bottom Line
Sadly, the number of nominations overall
from the Army was very low. We know
from audit observations and local newsletters
that excellent work is being carried out.
It’s just a pity that more nominations were
not put forward. Don’t wait for someone to
nominate you or your team – you can
self-nominate!
Not everyone can win, but if you’re not in
it – you’ll NEVER win it! Next year, take the
opportunity to blow your own trumpet and
get those nominations in. The ‘Calling Notice’
DIN should be pushed out in January 2013
and the 2013 nominations will (probably) be
required in by around April 2013 – but the
DIN will spell it all out.

EExcavation
tii off a 6
6th
th
h century
t
burial.
b
i l

Majj LLeigh
M
i h JJackson
k
receiving
i i th
the
h award.
d

See the latest edition of Sanctuary
Magazine for the full story.

Copyright Corporal Kellie Williams RLC.
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Radiation
Roundup
Radioactive Check Sources
2008DIN06-017 announced the requirement
for units to examine their natural uranium
check sources to ensure they had been
modified to correctly secure the source within
the steel container.
The left picture shows an unmodified source.
The right picture shows the modified source
with the collar fitted by four retaining screws.
If your check source does not have the collar
fitted contact your RPA for further advice.
Unmodified source

Modified source

Be advised, there is no ‘get out’ clause due to
operations or arms plot moves. Questions or
queries please contact the SO2 Rad on Mil: 9
4391 2218 or Sarah Burke direct at Dstl on
Mil: 9 380 68226 or Civ: 02392 76 8226.

Protection webpage (http://collab.dstl.r.mil.
uk/DRPA/Pages/default.aspx). Also by
empowering that the Dstl visiting officers
help units with their particular compliance
issues.

WPS e-learning Course

RSOs and WPSs preparing for any upcoming
Dstl visits are advised to concentrate on:

Soldiers that need to qualify as Radiation
Protection Workplace Supervisors (WPS) are
now able to do the bulk of their training
online – instead of the current two day
course at HMS Sultan. Once the short theory
course has been successfully completed, a
Pass Certificate is electronically generated.
The course is available on the Defence
Learning Portal or through Civil Service
Learning.

• The training of and the formal publishing
of Radiation Protection staff appointments
at unit level.

Training is completed when the student
attends a short practical WPS Workshop,
led by Dstl. A DIN setting out all the details
will be published by HMS Sultan (DCMT) in
February 2013. In the meantime attendance
at a Dstl bespoke course or HMS Sultan is still
the currently preferred means for receiving
this type of training.

• Records are retained to confirm HSE
notification.

Dstl Annual Radiation Inspections
Unit 2012 Radiation Holdings
Returns
The Annual Radiation Holdings Return
is the process by which the CO of a unit
complies with the Environmental Permitting
Regulations (England & Wales) 2010 (as
amended) / Radioactive Substances Act 1993
(RSA 93). Dstl will send out the Radiation
Returns to units in early January 2013.
If your unit has radioactive material you MUST
complete this return. Amend the original and
send it straight back to Dstl.

Each year, Dstl conducts over 250 Radiation
Protection Advisory Visits to Army units
worldwide. The development of a database
to register any ‘non-compliances’ identified
during these visits allows the Dstl RPA to
focus on those areas that need attention or
are proving to be problematic for units.
These issues can then be addressed in a
number of ways. For example, through
more focused training, the provision of
more information in RPA visit reports,
the improvement of the Dstl Radiation
Information Sheets and the Dstl Radiation

Driver Performance
Monitoring
A total of 133 MOD personnel were injured in White
Fleet (WF) vehicles last year, accounting for more than
half of all MOD vehicle on-duty casualties – with three
quarters of these in saloon cars.
Speed is the most significant contributory factor for all
road traffic incidents and breaking the posted speed
limit is illegal. Harsh manoeuvring also increases the
likelihood of accidents. Moreover, speed and excessive
acceleration increase fuel consumption.
As part of Project PHOENIX, WF vehicles have been
fitted with a TRIMBLE unit. The dashboard LEDs
were activated at the beginning of November. It is
a UK wide initiative (less NI) but further roll outs are
anticipated.
TRIMBLE provides instant feedback to the driver on
how the vehicle is being driven (accelerating and

• Making sure that Local Orders are fully up
to date.
• Making sure that the relevant Risk
Assessments have been completed.
• Specialist Transport Regs are known.

• Providing an up to date radioactive
source list.

Change of Unit Title or Address
Units are reminded to advise the SO2 Rad of
any completed (or up-and-coming) Arms Plot
moves or unit changes of title or address.
Contact details are below:

Contacts
CESO(A) POC is the SO2 Rad on
Mil: 9 4391 2218 or
Civ: 01264 38 2218.
The RPA Army at Dstl ESD is
Mr Graham Hughes on
Mil: 9 380 68142 or
Civ: 02392 76 8142.

manoeuvring), through the LED display. It does not
alert on speed violations, however, as drivers should
always monitor their speed using the speedometer.
TRIMBLE devices are fitted to most vehicles
TRIMBLE creates a data feed on usage, journeys and
driver behaviour (including speed) that is input to
the Management Information System (MIS). The MIS
grades the driver’s behaviour for each journey. Where
this falls outside acceptable standards, reports are
raised to MT Managers and these can be used for after
action reviews in order to improve drivers’ behaviour.
These reports will allow Commanders and line
managers to bear down on poor driving and misuse
of WF vehicles, in particular speeding and harsh
manoeuvring, as well as unauthorised journeys.
Direction on the use of TRIMBLE data to deal with
inappropriate driving has been issued to the Army by
COS LF (Reference LF/COS/6/9/3 dated 26 Sep 12).
The clear message to all drivers of WF vehicles is that
driving performance is being monitored.
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A Look at the
Army’s Lessons
Learned Process
Contributed by Mr Ian Groom, S01 Safety Performance

As the SO1 for Safety
Performance I am often
en
asked what happens to
o the
accident, incident, serious
ious
equipment failures and near miss
reports that are sent in to the AINC.
Are they just filed and used as stats by
the Army for the end of year reports,
or do they have other uses?
This article explains how the reports are used to identify
trends and also to apply the ‘lessons learned’ approach
to prevent recurrences. Many of you will know that the
Land Environment Lessons Process (LELP) is contained in
LFSO 1118. But how the lesson gets to the LELP in the first
place, is less well known. The process is:
• Report received into the AINC from a unit and entered
on to the AINC database.
• At the end of the week the AINC Weekly Summary is
produced.
• At fortnightly intervals the Weekly Summary is reviewed
by a Military Judgement Panel (MJP) of H&S experts,
where the following actions occur:
– The MJP will ask for a Learning Account to be
submitted if one has not already been sent in –
or seek further clarification from a unit if one has,
but more information is required.
– If the recommendations in a learning account
have wider implications across the Army, those
recommendations are then put into ‘lesson speak’
and entered onto the Defence Lessons Identified
Management System (DLIMS).
• The lesson is then assigned a Senior Point of Authority
at AD (Col) or SO1 (Lt Col) level, to ensure that the
recommendations will be actioned.
• DLIMS maintains a record of the actions taken –
including e-mail discussions.

• Lessons, once entered onto DLIMS, can
only be closed through the two main ‘actors’
for lessons learned – the Land Environment Working
Group and the Land Environment Lessons Board.
– Lessons are closed either Green – problem solved, or
Black – partially solved, or no further action can be
taken due to technical / financial restraints.
– If closed Black, then the residual risk is recorded on a
Master Risk Register and continues to be monitored.
– Closed Green lessons are also reviewed for assurance
purposes, by a separate committee to the MJP.

Summary
A great deal of work has been carried out over the past
two years to improve our learning process and your reports
have played a large part. The detail entered on MOD Form
510s is vital and the more in depth information you can
provide, the better will be the lesson learned.
Similarly, if you have been asked for a learning account
then it should be the result of a detailed investigation and
signed off at the most senior level available with clear
recommendations to prevent further recurrence.
Peter Brayford is the SO2 Lessons in CESO(A) and can be
contacted on Mil: 9 4391 2066 or Civ: 01264 38 2066.
Ian Groom is the SO1 Safety Performance and can be
contacted on Mil: 9 4391 3978 or Civ: 01264 38 3978.
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COSHH
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What is COSHH?

Soldiers routinely have to deal with
hazardous materials such as paints,
lubricants, solvents, glues, etc. –
which can be found in most Army
workshops, garages or stores.
Correct handling and safe storage
is the key for soldiers’ health and
our barracks environment.

COSHH Cabinets
and Good Practice
Storage of such hazardous materials
is quite manageable, provided basic
principles are followed. Typically,
this means using a specialist COSHH
cabinet with spill trays for shelves
and lockable doors. Here are some
comments on using COSHH cabinets:
• Materials should be clearly
marked to show the hazards
associated with their contents.
(HSE leaflet INDG352 provides
guidance on labels – http://www.
hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg352.pdf).
• Don’t store incompatible
substances together – for
example, store acids and alkalis
separately, do not store oxidising
materials with flammable materials
– to minimise the potential for
dangerous interactions.

‘Control of Substances Hazardous to Health’
is a set of UK Statutory Instrument Regulations
(2002) which state general requirements on
employers to protect employees and other
persons from the hazards of substances used
at work – through the implementation of
risk assessment, control of exposure, health
surveillance and incident planning.
Refer to JSP 375, Leaflet 5 for information on
how COSHH affects MOD.

• Displaying ‘No smoking’ or ‘no
naked lights’ signs adjacent to the
cabinet will almost certainly be
appropriate.
• Refer to a substance’s Material
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for
information and guidance on
handling.
• Only provide easy access to sensible
(daily) quantities of material.
Bulk amounts should be stored in
separate, secure areas.
• Use cabinets with spill trays or
sumps large enough to capture the
total amount of materials or liquids
stored. This will ensure that any
leaks or spills will be contained.
• Have appropriate spill kits easily
accessible and ensure that staff are
trained to use them.

• Clean spill trays and sumps
regularly and dispose of cleaning
materials in the correct containers.
• To help prevent build up of fumes
or possible spills – keep lids and
caps tight.
• Keep cabinet doors closed and
locked.
• Store flammable substances
separately in a purpose-made fire
resistant cabinet.
• Check the cabinet’s condition
regularly and report any damage.

Location
Consider where the cabinet it is to be
located:
• Is the lighting good enough
to ensure safe identification of
contents?
• Are there any heat sources nearby
that could affect flammable
contents?
• Is ventilation adequate?
• Are there potential slip hazards
near the cabinet?
• Don’t site it where it could make
moving around the workshop
difficult.
• Check for floor drains and site the
cabinet away from them. If drains
are present, ensure you know
where it goes and who to report a
spill to in an emergency.
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COSHH Assessors’
Train the Trainer
Course
Feedback from various Safety
Practitioners identified the need
for further training on COSHH
management and particularly on
JSP 375, Leaflet 5 and the recently
updated MOD Form 5011 (05/12).
A decision was made to develop a
COSHH Assessors’ Train the Trainer
Course. These sessions train key
staff such as USEAs, Unit Senior
NCOs and Facility Safety Leads, who
can then cascade the key assessor
competencies, knowledge and
practices to their colleagues and
team members – enabling them
to understand the procedures and
correctly complete the MOD forms.
The one day course covers:
• Introduction to COSHH.
• COSHH Regulations.
• Health issues.
• Identifying hazardous substances.
• Controlling hazardous
substances.

NFCI
During a recent presentation to
over 200 middle ranking officers,
representing the full spectrum of
Arms and Services, CESO(A) asked
whom amongst them knew their responsibilities
esponsibilities as
commanders regarding Non Freezing
(NFCI).
ng Cold Injury (NFCI)
He was dismayed when less than a third of them raised their hands.
Apparently, and despite considerable efforts by the Chain of Command to
educate officers and soldiers at various stages of training, the message is still not
getting through that NFCI is an avoidable injury. As a result, soldiers are being
injured, and some go on to be administratively discharged. The cost to MOD in
terms of damages, legal costs etc has been over £15M for the period 2001-2012.
There are plenty of soldiers still being injured and plenty of claims in the pipeline!
It is essential that commanders at all levels are reminded of the signs and
symptoms of NFCI. They should periodically read up on the contents of the
Commander’s Guide. If sensible preventative measures are identified through
the Risk Assessment process and are followed, the majority of these injuries
could be prevented.
A new version of JSP 539 is now online: Climatic Illness And Injury In The Armed
Forces: Force Protection And Initial Medical Treatment. Ver 2. 2012.

Who Gets NFCI and Where?
Everyone is at risk. However, soldiers of Afro-Caribbean descent are more
susceptible to NFCI. Smokers also are at an increased risk. Most cases will
occur in UK or North West Europe. Unlike other injuries, it is often quite
hard to recognise the problem in the early stages. A sufferer may often try
to work through it for a number of reasons:
• Failure to recognise the symptoms.
• Fear of being removed from training.
• Fear of being medically downgraded.
• Being unaware that damage is being caused.
Trainers at all levels must be particularly aware of
this climatic injury. This is not just a job for the
medics and the PT staff!

• Completing MOD Form 5011.
Course delegates will receive a
Train the Trainer Pack (including
up to date forms and a CD of
the presentations) to support the
training of their unit teams.
Courses are delivered through
the AMEC support contract.
All course tutors are ex-military
safety consultants. Whilst the course
is free at the point of delivery,
some students may be required to
regroup across regions or multiple
sites to ensure the best value for the
Army’s money.
Courses can be requested through
HQ Support Command, ARTD, and
LONDIST SHE teams – or for more
information contact CESO(A).

NFCI Symptoms
Stage 1
• Tissue is white, numb and cold
– but probably not swollen.
• Feels like “wearing someone
else’s feet”.
• There may be a history of
waterlogged boots and socks.
Stage 2
• With gentle early re-warming there
will be slight swelling and mottling.
• Pain – often like ‘pins and needles’
lasting for up to 24 hrs.
Stage 3
• Limb(s) swollen, red and very painful
(especially at night).
• Pain will not respond to normal pain
killers and may last for some weeks.
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Common Sense Rules – If Only!
A personal view of a practical man
Contributed by Mr William Barker-Wyatt – SO1 EP, CESO(A)

How often do we rant and rave

Rule 2 : Responsibility

when we hear reports in the media

(a) Nothing in these Rules shall exonerate any vessel, or the
owner, master or crew thereof, from the consequences
of any neglect to comply with these Rules or of the
neglect of any precaution which may be required by
the ordinary practice of seamen, or by the special
circumstances of the case.

of Emergency Services not acting
in a critical situation because a risk
assessment or some other ‘formal
process’ had not been carried out?
You will recall incidents of drownings in knee deep ponds
while the emergency services looked on – apparently
powerless to act.
My point is thatt rules and process have stifled our ability
to take the initiative
ative in a situation and act according to
the circumstances.
ces.
s. In my view, rules have displaced
initiative, common
mon
n sense, judgement and
conscience.
Too many ruless re
reduce
educe the collective and
individual abilityy to
o think and act in a
situation. Perhaps
apss we have even
reached a situation
tio
on where rules
and regulationss ha
have
ave become
a substitute for in
individual
dividual
responsibility and
nd
conscience?
Rules bind and
scare us, lead to
o
risk aversion,
and an inabilityy
to judge situations
ons
as they really are.
re.
Rules are generic
ric and
never fit any situation
tuation
exactly.
We have come to the point,
especially in the
public
ep
ublic sector, where
it is difficult for uss to add any individual
value to our job
because
bb
ecause we are over-ridden
by ‘The Rules and
nd The Process’ – which for
many, have become
com
me the norm.
As a yachtsman
n aand
nd former Royal Navy man I
want to share a ru
rule
ule within the legislation for
the Prevention of Collisions at sea. It is called
‘Responsibilty’ – although
a
a bit wordy – reads:

(b) In construing and complying with these Rules due
regard shall be had to all dangers of navigation and
collision and to any special circumstance, including
the limitations of the vessel involved, which make
a departure from these Rules necessary to avoid
immediate danger.

So Here’s the Point
In an age in which legislation is b
becoming
ecomi ever
more prescriptive, there is something
som
mething delightfully
Victorian about Rule 2 which
whicch says that rules are
no substitute for seamanship
seaman
nship or
o common
sense, and, if the circumstances
of a
circcumst
particular situation
make
situatio
on would
wo
it dangerous to
t follow
follo the
letter of the
e rules – you are
not merely
mere
ely justifi
jus ed in
departing
them,
departting from
f
butt you are
a required
to
t do so.
How
Ho good it
would
be if all
w
H&S
H legislation
could
coul be
underpinned
by such
underp
u
logic?
free
logicc? It would
w
many from
from the
th confusion
sometimess created
creat between
process, common
and
common sense
s
good practice.
As my son tells me, who
w is refreshingly
‘left wing’ for a teenager
teenageer – ‘rules
‘ru are for
the instruction of a minority
minoritty who cannot be
established norms
trusted to act according to thee estab
effort
for the common
of good society and collective eff
fort fo
good.
anarchy.
A society without rules is said to b
be ana
such
bad thing?
Would a little bit of anarchy be su
uch a b
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FEEDBACK

Portable Liquid Fuelled
Heaters, Stoves and Lamps
A graphic reminder was received from Col
(Retd) S F Owen, the SO1 SHEF in HQ BFG
concerning a fire that occurred during some
very cold weather - where a sentry box was
warmed by two portable kerosene fuelled
heaters. These caught fire, resulting in
serious damage estimated at £2,500 but,
fortunately, no loss of life or injury. The
picture shows the damage.
The MOD Policy for such devices is in JSP
426, 2010 Ed, Vol 2 Leaflet 11-1.

Back then, we returned milk bottles, soft
drink bottles and beer bottles to the shop.
The shop sent them back to the plant to be
washed, sterilised and refilled, so it could
use the same bottles over and over. So they
really were recycled. But we didn’t have the
green thing back in our day.
We walked up stairs because we didn’t have
a lift or escalator in every store and office
building. We walked to the grocers and
didn’t climb into a 200-horsepower machine
every time we had to go a couple of miles.
But she was right. We didn’t have the green
thing in our day.

It’s the ‘Green Thing’ –
But it’s Older Than You Think!
Spotted recently by Capt Isobel Aitchison
AGC (SPS) USEA, Queen’s Bks, Perth.
Checking out at the supermarket, the young
cashier suggested to the older woman
shopper that she should bring her own
grocery bags to fill as plastic bags weren’t
good for the environment.
The woman apologised and explained,
“We didn’t have this green thing back in my
earlier days.”
The assistant then responded, “That’s our
problem today. Your generation did not care
enough to save our environment for future
generations.”
She was right -- our generation didn’t have
the green thing in its day.

Back then, we washed the baby’s nappies
because we didn’t have the throw-away kind.
We dried clothes on a line, not in an energy
gobbling machine burning up 2000 watts
- wind and solar power really did dry our
clothes back then. Kids got hand-me-down
clothes from their brothers or sisters, not
always brand-new clothing. But that young
lady is right. We didn’t have the green thing
back in our day.
Back then, we had one TV or radio in the
house – not a TV in every room. And the TV
had a small screen the size of a handkerchief
not a screen the size of Yorkshire. In the
kitchen, we blended and stirred by hand
because we didn’t have electric kitchen aids
to do everything for us. When we packaged
a fragile item to send in the post, we used
wadded up old newspapers to cushion it,
not Styrofoam chips or plastic bubble wrap.
Back then, we didn’t fire up an engine and
burn petrol just to cut the lawn. We used a
push mower that ran on human power. We
exercised by working so we didn’t need to
drive to a health club to run on treadmills
that operate on electricity. But she’s right.
We didn’t have the green thing back then.

When we were thirsty we drank from a tap
instead of drinking from a plastic bottle
of water shipped from the other side of
the world. We refilled writing pens with
ink instead of buying a new pen, and we
replaced the blades in a razor instead of
throwing away the whole razor when the
blade got dull. But we didn’t have the green
thing back then.
Back then, people took the bus and kids
rode their bikes to school or walked instead
of turning their mums into a 24-hour taxi
service. We had one electrical socket in a
room, not an entire bank of sockets to power
a dozen appliances. And we didn’t need
a computerized gadget to receive a signal
beamed from satellites 2,000 miles out in
space in order to find the nearest fish and
chip shop.
But isn’t it sad the current generation laments
how wasteful we old folks were just because
we didn’t have the green thing back then?

Rant or Rave ?
Keep in touch.
Tell us if there are any specific
Army safety topics that you feel would
be helpful:
Phone the Editor
Mil: 9 4391 2218
Civ: 01264 38 2218
E-mail
morton.burdick255@mod.uk
Post
The Editor,
Army Safety Magazine,
CESO(A), IDL 420, Ramillies Building,
Marlborough Lines, Monxton Road,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 8HJ.
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HEALTH

Porridge –

Keeping You Safe
Background
Regular readers of this magazine may recall
that in the Reader Feedback of Issue 43,
Major Steve Davis, the SO2 PT, Army HQ,
passed on an interesting observation
that had been made by the Infantry
RSM – highlighting the value of a good
breakfast at the start of the day for troops
undergoing demanding MST training.
The general message was that because ‘Phys’ training
is often first thing in the morning, many soldiers skip
breakfast altogether. However, by delaying breakfast until
after PT, more soldiers were able to have time to take this
important meal and be ‘fully fuelled’ and better prepared
for the tough training during the rest of a long day. The
Infantry RSM’s point was that soldiers that have had a good
breakfast seemed to perform better throughout the day.

The Olympic Experience
During the construction of London 2012 Olympic venues,
a wide ranging survey of workers by the Olympic Delivery
Authority (ODA) revealed, amongst many other things, that
the majority of the workforce took their first meal during
their mid-morning break (between 10am and 11am).
A corresponding review of recorded Near Misses indicated
that a significant proportion of them occurred in the run up
to the first meal break.

The Army View
The MOD has been pro-active in supporting healthy eating
among service personnel through targeted educational
lectures in Phase 1 Training, as well as the publication of
nutrition guides.
Ensuring all personnel are fed and fuelled sufficiently for
a days work is not always an easy task. However, the
dividends it provides through an improved collective output
and greater safety margin (through increased levels of
judgement and alertness by individuals) makes it a really
worthwhile investment.

Oatifacts

Not eating breakfast was linked to a reduction in
productivity and an increase in accidents. This led to an on
site health promotion campaign: posters, toolbox talks,
presentations and a subsidised high energy breakfast of
porridge with toppings. Later surveys showed that after
changes had taken place and the number of reported
incidents reduced in overall terms and had become more
evenly distributed across the day.

• Of all the cereals, porridge has the highest protein
content and stabilises blood sugar levels.

The full report, entitled ‘Occupational health provision
on the Olympic Park and athletes’ village’ is accessible
via the HSE website –
http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrpdf/rr921.pdf

• Porridge has been carried by explorers Richard Byrd
and Roald Amundsen to the North and South Poles
respectively, and has been taken into space by US
astronauts.

• Porridge aids digestion and unlike bran, oats are
gentle on the stomach.
• Eating porridge on a regular basis can help reduce the
risk of Type 2 (Adult onset) diabetes.
• Porridge is traditionally the food of mountain climbers
and explorers as it gives a slow release of energy –
it is the ideal cereal for those involved in sports.

• Not to be confused with the Devils Porridge, an
explosive paste used as ammunition by British troops
during World War 1!
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